WAL:
WAL1&2: Read in WAL: Raise Questions to Discover Ideas, p. 70 & 71. Be thinking about on what piece of literature you want to base your setting essay. It may be any of the books or WAL Short Stories we read first semester including UTC.

Decide: Upon what book (Scarlet Letter, Johnny, UTC, or short-story in WAL) you will base your setting essay.


Review: Sample Essays on website at week 17:

WAL1:
Work through these steps:
1. Brainstorm: about various elements of setting in the novel you chose.
2. Choose: a plan for your setting essay from WAL pg. 71 and 72.
3. Select 3 of these elements
4. Brainstorm about how these elements have an affect on the book.
5. Write your CI by asking yourself what you want to prove about setting from your brainstorming & list of 3 elements.
6. Write your TS by using the keyword of your CI and building the TS from that. Be sure you have 3 elements of setting as your topics.
7. Write: a paragraph explaining how you will use this plan to write your essay. Be sure to name (not #) the plan in your paragraph
8. Underline: the keywords/phrases in your CI/TS.
9. E-mail me your plan paragraph AND your tentative CI/TS for approval

WAL 2
If you are doing the WAL1 assignment, follow the same assignments.

Choose: if you want to do the WAL1 assignment OR choose from Option #3 or #4 from Special Writing Topics on pg. 74/75. If you choose Option #3, base it off of the novel you chose to use for your Raise Questions.

Write: a paragraph explaining your plan for your chosen option.
E-mail: me your plan explanation.

DAY ONE:
UTC
DO: 5 Vocab words from UTC Study Guide 17 & 18 (See week 17 handouts).
Read: Uncle Tom's Cabin Chapter 17. Take notes.

DAY TWO:
UTC:
Read: UTC - Chapters 18. Take notes in your book
Discuss: with a family member or a classmate ALL of the questions under Questions section from UTC S.G., Chapters 17-18. Discussion partner initials _________.

*Answer (only): Analysis section Question #10 and Dig Deeper section #12 & 13 from UTC 17-18 Study Guide @ week 17 handouts.

DAY THREE:
UTC
Read: UTC - Chapters 19. Take notes in your book as you read.

DAY FOUR:
UTC
Read: UTC - Chapters 20. Take notes in your book as you read.
*Journal: 1 - 2 pages about your ideas for your setting writing assignment.

Honors Option: Follow Syllabus

History Credit Option: Continue working from syllabus